
Part 1: Was a contract formed?  
Formation 

The Big 4- every contract needs this 

I. Agreement 
• Traditionally: offer and acceptance analysis 

• Propositions: from Brambles v Holdings  

a. Infer it from all the circumstances  

1. Offer- express willingness to be bound immediately on certain terms w/o further 

negotiation – Carter’s book on Contract Law 

a. Compared w/ an invitation to treat- Boots Cash Chemists  

i. invitation for others to make offers / enter into negotiations; 

advertisement; ticket cases 

b. Whether an offer is made is determined objectively- by a reasonable person 

c. Must be communicated  

d. Offer can be made to the whole world: Carlill v CSB  

e. unilateral contracts 

i. performance of which is acceptance of offer and consideration  

• Mobil Oil  

- Once person has started to perform contract, not able to revoke it; 

in Mobil Oil- said no such rule, all depends on circumstances  

ii. Lapse of offer 

f. Offer lapses w/ a reasonable time, if time specified, must be consideration given for 

promise to keep offer open  

i. Goldsbourough Mort v Quin  

g. Offer can be w/drawn any time prior to acceptance- must communicate  

i. Dickenson v Dodds  

• Communication can be made by a 3rd party; would a reasonable person 

in position of offeree know that the offeror is no longer in business to 

make offer?  

2. Acceptance- qualified assent to terms of offer  

a. Inquiry 

b. Counter offer 

i. New offer/ terms inconsistent w/ original offer 

ii. Effect: kills the original offer  

iii. Butler Machine Tools  

c. R v Clarke- acceptance must be made in reliance on/ w/ knowledge of the offer 

d. AWM v Cth- acceptance must correspond to terms of offer 

e. Acceptance is effective when communicated- when the other party hears / reads it  

f. PAR- when it’s w/in contemplation of parties that post would be used as a method 

of acceptance, then post is accepted  

i. Bressan v Squires  

g. Instantaneous communications- acceptance when communicated  

i. Brinkibon  



h. ETA 2000 (NSW)-  

a. 513A(1)(a) - Electronic address has been designated  

b. 513A(1)(b) - receipt when communication is retrieved 

i. Possible to have acceptance by conduct- 

i. Empirnall Holdings  

j. Cannot specify silence as acceptance 

i. Felthouse v Bindley- if I hear nothing from you, the horse shall be yours  

3. Revocation 

• Has offer been revoked? If revoke b4 accept, no acceptance 
- Traditional view 

o Abbot v Lance: Not possible to revoke unilateral offer once performance 
has commenced 

- View in Mobil Oil v Wellcome  
o Revocation may be possible if u/ offer after performance commenced, 

not completed  
o Act is actually picking up car- not driving to get the car, so offer revoked 

before acceptance  

II. Certainty  
1. sufficiently complete 

a. all the essential terms are there 

b. is contract sufficiently complete? Have parties, have price, need subject matter (Hall 

v Buust) 

2. sufficiently certain-  

a. meaning can be given to the words 

b. consistent w/ view of offer-  

a. Is offer really clear? If really clear, then maybe can do infer by agreement (Brambles)  

3. no illusory promise- party makes promise but have discretion to whether they will 

perform 

III. Consideration 
1. Benefit / detriment 

2. Price for the promise 

3. Doesn’t have to involve money  

4. Can provide services; coffee for money;  

 

5. The case Currie v Misa (1875) gives two elements to use in determining whether there is 
consideration.  

• “A valuable consideration, in the sense of the law, may consist either in some 
right, interest, profit or benefit accruing to the one party, or some forbearance, 
detriment, loss or responsibility given, suffered/ undertaken by the other.” 

• This element is met in that Barry undertook a detriment by having to travel all 
the way to Newcastle when he would not have otherwise. 

6. The second element the common law requires, that is, the quid pro quo or bargain 
requirement between the promise and the acts that confer a detriment or benefit, is 



also met in this case. Anne offered Barry the car if he went to Newcastle to pick it up; 
Barry satisfied the bargaining requirement by performing this request.  

• Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co Ltd v Selfridge and Co ltd [1915] 
- “an act of forbearance of one party, or the promise thereof, is the price for 

which the promise of the other is bought, and the promise thus given for value is 
enforceable.” 

7. Unlike the case Goldsbrough Mort & Co v Quinn where a deposit was made to keep the 
offer open, the advertisement stated that no deposit is required; so, it could not be 
argued that no consideration was made to keep the offer open for me to pick up the 
stereo the next day. (possibly) 

8. textbook states, in regards to AWM, “In cases of this class it is necessary, in order that a 
contract may be established, that it should be made to appear that the statement or 
announcement which is relied on as a promise was really offered as consideration for 
the doing of the act, and that the act was really done in consideration of a potential 
promise inherent in the statement or announcement.” 

9.  
 

IV. Intention to create legal relations (ITCLR)  
1. intention-  

2. overall approach: Ermogenous - objective test- think about relat. of parties, subject 

matter of agreement 

relevant factors:  

a. status of parties 

b. relationship of parties 

c. other circumstances 

3. commercial parties entering in? Or fam. members?  

Domestic and social arrangements: Todd v Nicol 

a. objective test 

b. intention of all parties 

c. having regard to communications and conduct  

4. Capacity 

a. legal person who is able to consent to contract 

5. Commercial transactions 

a. Letters of comfort – Banque Brussels 

b. Non-binding commercial agreements- Rose v Frank 

c. Preliminary agreements ‘subject to contract’ 

d. Post agreement conduct and communications 

e. Masler v Cameron III-  

i. Depends on language disclosed in original document 

ii. 3 classes 

f. Type 4- Baulkham hills 

6. Government agencies- AWM; Admin of Papua New Guinea v 

a. intention (when you have preliminary agreements) 

b. Principle for M v C-  



Question of construction- looking at objective intention of parties reflected in the 

language they’ve employed 

V. Formalities 
1.  If formalities not satisfied- contract is not void but unenforceable by court 

2. Alternative enforcement options: 

3. Equitable doctrine of part performance- Ogilvie v Ryan 

a. Test- need to show sufficient nexus b/w the acts of part performance and the 

alleged contract 

i. Unequivocally referable acts to the contract- Ogilvy 

b. Ordinarily the payment of money is not unequivocal- Khoury 

c. Sufficient nexus- not unequivocal if referable to more than one- Vlahos argument  

4. Quantum meruit- restitution 

a. Pavey v Mathews 

5. In order to be binding contract, has to be in particular form (not like a piece of paper); 

but has to have certain details like names, terms, and signature (interpreted as consent) 

6. * All the formation elements are interlinked; if one element isn’t established, consider 

the impact on the other elements  

7. State the requirement 

8. what is consequence if not met?  

9. has it been met?  

VI. Estoppel 
• may not have contract, but have cause of action  

A. Promissory Estoppel  
6 factors – Brennan Waltons Stores 55 

1. S assumed a legal relat. exists / would exist-  

a. must show what particular legal relat. is 

2. offeror induced offeree to made the assumption-  

b. must demonstrate this  

c. happens early- don’t talk about things that happen later-  

3. Offeree acted in reliance  

4. Offeror knows this  

5. Offeree will occasion detriment if assumption not fulfilled  

a. reliance loss   

b. expectation loss      

6. Offeror failed act to avoid the detriment 

• Brennan 

a. Makes analysis clear 

b. Doesn’t have unconscionability in test- doesn’t expressly use it (does use in 

application of Walton Stores- induced, you knew, did nothing) 

c. [2],4,6 – picture of unconscionability 

 


